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FOREWORD

The work herein was conducted by the Advanced and Propulsion
Engineering and the Engineering 1_st personnel of Rocketdyne,
a division of Rockwell International, under Contract NAS3-17800
from August 1973 _o July 197B. Hr. R. Connelly, Lewis Research
Center, was NASA Project Manager. At Rocketdyne, Hr. H. Diem as
Program Maa_ger, and Mr. A. Csomor as Project Engineer were
responsible for the technical direction of the program.
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SUMMARY

The objective of this program was to establish the technology for small,

high-pressure liquid oxygen (LOX) pumping capability. Turbopumps in this
category are needed for applications in small, high-performance, reusable,

versatile, staged-combustlon rocket engines. To acccmpllsh this objective,

analysis and design efforts were expended to produce specifications and

shop drawings in sufficient detail to permit fabrication of test hardware.

To obtain high performance and minimize weight, the rotor speed was estab-
lished at 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). The pump design included a single-

staBe centrifugal impeller preceded by an axial-flow inducer _c reduce the

net positive suction head (HPSH) requirements. Rotor axial thrust control

was provided by incorporating a self-compensating, double-acting balance
piston as an integral part of the impeller rear shroud. Power for the pump

was developed by a single-stage, partial-admission turbine us ng the combustion

products of liquid hydrogen (LH2) and LOX as the propellaot. The rotor was
supported on two ball bearings at each end. The pump end bearings were

cooled by recirculating LOX. The turbine end bearings, located outboard of
the turbine disk to provide auxiliary power takeoff capability, were cooled

by LH2. Controlled gap seals were used to accompllsh sealing along the
rotcr.

Hardware was fabricated for two complete turbopump assemblies. To provide

_ a hot-gas source for the turbine, a gas generator was designed, fabricated,
t and tested.
¢

_ _ The turbine was calibrated at Wyle Laboratories with gaseous l_itro_en as
the driving fluid, and a torquemeter was used to measure output. The

turbine efficiency was measured at 51% at the design point.

The initial testing of the complete turbopump was performed in July-August

1976 at Lima Stand of Rocketdyne's Propulsion Research Area (PRA). Eight-
een tests (257 seconds) were conducted on one turbopump assembly, with LOX

as the pump fluid on all but three tests. (Liquid nitrogen [LN2] was
initially used to verify integrity.) The turbine was propelled by ambient-

temperature gaseous hydrogen on seven tests, and by hot gas oD the remaining

tests. Speeds in excess of the design level, up to 7765 rad/s (74,191 rpm)

were explored. Pump discharge pressures ranging up to 3175 N/cm 2 (4604 psia)
were generated with flowrates up to 0.013 m3/s (193 gpm). The turbine was

exposed to a maximum inlet temperature of 1133 C (2040 R).

The hydrodynamic data revealed that the pump suction performance did not

meet design goals in the high flow region. Analysis of the data and design

approach revealed that a larger impeller inlet area was required to improve
performance. No structural problems were indicated either by the data or

post test hardware condition. High temperatures noted in the pump end bear-

ings indicated a need for higher flowrates through the balance piston and

the bearings.
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To improve performance, the impeller inlet area was increased and the
balance piston and bearing coolant flow was routed ovecboard where it could

be measured and controlled. In the second test series, during July 1977,
five tests were conducted with a total time of 158 seconds. The testing

.encompassed noncavitation head-flow characterization of the pump. While

critical net positive suction head (NPSH) was not defined, the pump operated

without cavitation up to a suction specific speed (Nss_ of 24,400 which
represented a major improvement over the origlnal performance. Testing was
curtailed by a mechanical malfunction which resulted in a fire in the LOX

region and caused major damage to the pump hardware. The or gin of the

malfunction was conclus2vely established as the primary seal nut backing

out of its installed position and blocking the overboard passage for the
balance piston and bearing coolant fluid.

Design changes were made to a second set of hardware to improve the primary
seal nut locking feature, and reduce the tendency of the fluid vortex to

loosen the nut. Changes were also incozporated to protect the pump end

bearing against high axial load from coolant pressure drop. Four addi-
tional ests (236 seconds) were conducted in May 1978 to validate the

modifications and obtain hydrodynamic data. The test series was terminated

prematurely by a high rotor torque condition. Disassembly revealed the

high torque originating from turbine tip seal rubbing. The newly incor-

porated features functioned properly and the pump head-flow data corrob-orated the satisfactory performance obtained on the second test series.

C

2
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INTRODUCTION

System studies have been _onducted to determine the feasibility of

deve]oplng a reusable vehicle for performing future Air Force and NASA space

maneuvering missions. These studles have shown that, over the thrust range

of interest, high-pressure, staged-combustlon-cyle engines offer the highest

specific impulse and payload capability. A review of the vehicle and engine

system study results indicates that a slngle-bell-nozzle, staged-combustion-

cycle engine at 88,964 N (20,000 pounds) thrust level is near optimum for the

DOD and NASA mission requirements.

This program was initiated to provide the required LOX turbopump technology

base for subsequent development of a high-performance, staged-combustion

rocket engine.

Technology items of particular interest during the course of this program

included establishing the fluid dynamlc parameters and design details for a

small-capacity, high-pressure LOX pump, and low-pressure-ratlo, partial-

,,dmission turbine; operation of a balance pistion with no axial rubbing

features; balance and operation of a high-speed rotor; high DN bearings in

LOX; hydrogen-environment embrlttlement protection; and fabrication of small

components with limited accessiblity for generating internal passages. To

provide a hot-gas source for the turbine, work was also performed on high-

_, pressure, concentric-element, 02/H 2 injector gas generators.Th objectives of this program were to design, fabricate, and test a high-

t pressure LOX turbopump capable of meeting the performance requirements of theC
88,964 N (20,000 pounds) thrust, staged-combustlon-cycle engine, demonstrate

its basic capability, and identify any areas where additional effort due to

technology limitations is required to place a future engine program on a
solid basi_.

Rocketdyne has assigned the designation "Mark 48-0 Turbopump" _o the small,

high-pressure, liquid oxygen turbopump design generated under this contract.

The two terms will be used interchangeab_y throughout this report.

The effort performed during 1973 to 1976 which encompassed analysis and

design of the turbopump, fabrication of experlmen[._l hardware, and the

initial test series performed is described in an It_tc=im report publ_shed

in July 1977 (_ef. I).
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DISCUSSION

TURBOPUMP DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND

A comprehensive discussion of the MK 48-0 turbopump J_sign requirements,

analysis results, and mechanical configuration are presented in Ref. i. For

convenience, a brief summary of the significant characteristics of tl_c

turbopump is included in the following.

Turbopump Requirements

The performance requirements for the Mark 48-0 turbopump are listed in
Table i. The pump is required to deliver 16.4 kg/s (36.21 Ib/sec) of

liquid oxygen starting wlt_. _ inlet pressure of 68.9 N/cm2 (i00 psla) pro-

vided by the low-pressure pump, to a discharge pressure of 2977 N/cm2 (4318

psia). The propellsnt gas for the turbine is a mixture of free hydrogen and
steam resulting from the combustion of liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen.

The gas is provided at a temperature of 1041 K (1874 R) and an inlet pres-

sure of 2320 N/cm2 (3366 psia). The total gas flowrate available is 1.34

kg/s (2.92 ib/sec). The horsepower requirement of the pump is matched by
adjusting the pressure ratio across the turbine. Since turbine pressure
ratio has a strong influence on the attainable engine combustion pressure in

i a staged combustiol, cycle, it is to be maintained at the lowest possible

level. As noted in Table i, the mechanical operating requirements included

multiple starts with long-operating durations and potentially long- oast
t

C times between operations.

•_ In the area of the pump, the combination of low flowrate and high discharge

pressure imposed a difficult impeller fabrication task because of the
relatively narrow passages required compared with the outer diameter. The

desire for high efficiency, compact packaging, and light weight placed the

rotor speed into the 6282 to 9423 rad/s (60,000- to 90,000-rpm) range, push-
ing bearing DN value to the 1.5 x 106 mm rnm limit noted _n the Design

Ground Rules (Appendix A). The bearing operation at high DN values in a

turbopump installation, as well as the dynamic behavior or the rotor at high

speeds, needed to be demonstrated. Because of the high operating speed

involved, the bearings would not be able to take an appreciable axial thrust
lead. This condition dictated that an _xlal thrust balance device be

employed which, in liquid oxygen, would have to be cf the nonrubblng type.

The operating characteristics of such a device also required evaluation.

In the turbine, the low-pressure ratio (approximately 1.4) and low arc of

admission (28%) presented a combination for which no 2mpirlcal data were
available. Performance predictions based on calculations needed to be

validated or modified by measured performance data.

From a structural consideration, the requirement for 300 thermal cycles was

significant in that it established low-cycle-fatigue criteria and eventually
necessitated incorporating a liner in the turbine m_nifold t limit the
maximum thermal gradients in structural _alls.

4

J
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TABLE i. LIQUID OXYGEN TURBOPUMP NOMINAL DESIGN CONDITION

ttetric Units English Unitsi •

Turbopump
t

Capable of operation at pumped-idle
conditions ( S to lO of full thrust)

Off-design operation ±20t Q/N at full thrust down
* to 30t Q/N at 20; N

i Number of stlrt-stop cycles 300

,_ Time between overhaul I0 hours

Pump

i Type ¢entr i fuga I

; Propel lent Liquid oxygen+!

Inlet pressure 68.9 N/cm2 I00 psla

Inlet temperature 90-95.5K 162 to 172 R

Discharge pressure 2977 N/can2 4318 psia

MaSS flow 16.4 kg/s 36.21 Ib/sec

Number of stages One

t Turbine

Working fluid H2-O 2 combustion products
(H2 x H20)

I,t Iet temperature 1041 187k R

inlet pressure 3220 N/cm2 3366 psia

i Pre._sure ratio Minimum necessary to+ develop pump horsepower
requ I rements,

Flowrate 1.34 kg/s 2.92 Ib/sec

Number ot stages One

Type Partial admissirn

Service life between overhauls: *300 Thermal cycles or I0
hours accumulated run time

Service-free I ire *60 Thermal cycles or 2 hours
accumulated run time

Maxlm.umSingle Run Duration: 2000 s

Maximum time between firings
during mission: 14 days

Maximum time between firings
during mission: I minute

Maximum storage time in orbit
(dry) : 52 weeks

Thermal cycle defined as encline start (to any thrust level) and shutdown

i
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In addition to the performance criteria noted in Table i, the contract work

statement included certain ground rules relating primarily to the structural

analysis and mechanical design of the turbopump. These ground rules are

enclosed in Appendix A.

Turbopump Description

The mechanical configuration of the small, high-pressure, liquid oxygen
turbopump is illustrated in Fig. I, with significant parts identified. The

top assembly requirements are established on Rocketdyne drawing _umber

RS009820E, which is included in Appendix B. The design was given the
Rocketdyne internal designation of Mark 48-0.

Liquid oxygen is introduced to the pump through the axial-flow inlet of 4.214
cm (1.659 inch) diameter and passes through a four-bladed, constant-outer-

diameter, tappered-hub inducer which raises the pressure to an intermediate
level. From the inducer the liquid proceeds into a centrifugal impeller

containing four partial and four full blades. Subsequently, it is diffused
in a radial diffuser which incorporates 13 guide vanes. Downstream of the

dlff_ser, liquid oxygen is collected, further diffused in a volute section,
and delivered through a single 2.54 cm (i.00 inch) diameter duct.

i Hot gas to the turbine is admitted through a scroll-shaped, constant-velocity

inlet, lined with a 1.57 tam (0.062 inch) metal liner to maintain the thermal

gradients across the structural walls at an acceptable level. The inlet duct
dlametec is 3.1 cm (1.22 inches). The active arc of the partial-admlsslonI

C nozzle extends over 1.8 rad (103 degrees) or 28.6% of the circumference, and
it includes seven flow passages. The gas is fully expanded through the nozzle

after which it passes through a single row of unshrouded Impulse-type blades
(79 blades) of the rotor. The exhaust gas is directed through a row of4

stationary vanec which guide the gas toward a single radial exit duct of 3.81

cm (1.50 inches) diameter.

The pump shaft and the turbine disk are designed as an integral part. On the
outboard end, a stub shaft is used with a stud and nut to extent the rotor.

Two pairs of angular-contact, 20-mm ball bearings are used to support the
rotor. The pump-end bearings are cooled by reclrculatlng liquid oxygen

through them. The outboard shaft seal is pressurized with liquid hydrogen,
and the leakage "o'Jard the outboard side is used as bearing coolant. A small

amount of liquid hydrogen is bypassed around the seal and introduced to the

bearing directly as a redundant source of coolant. The bearings in each palr
are axially preloaded against each other with Belville sprl,_gs to prevent

ball skidding. The turblne-end bearings are free of other axial loads. The
outer-race sleeve of the pump-end bearings is axially retained so that the

bearings absorb rotor axial thrust during transient periods when the balance

piston does not control the rotor axial position.

Under conditions other than early transient stage during startup or at the

end of shutdown, the rotor axial thrust is neutralized by a self-compensatlng

balance piston. The rotating member of the piston is the rear shroud of the

impeller. To operate the piston, high-pressure liquid oxygen from the
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impeller discharge passes through a hlgh-pressure orifice located at the
outer diameter of the impeller into the balance cavity. From the cavity,

the liquid passes through a low-pressure orifice near the impeller hub into

the sump. From there the liquid oxygen is returned to the eye of the im-
peller through axial passages in the diffuser vanes and radial holes in the

diffuser and inlet. Thrust-compensating effect is achieved by virtue of

the fact that the high- and low-pressure ocifice openings vary with the axial
position of the rotor, and the pressure force on the rear shroud of the im-
peller varies correspondingly; e.g., an unbalanced load toward the pump inlet

causes a reduction in the high-pressure orifice gap and an increase in the
low-pressure orifice gap. This, in turn, causes a reduction in the pressure
force of the impeller rear shroud, introducing a compensating load change.

Because of the danger of explosion when rubbing in liquid oxygen, the balance
piston orifices were designed as noncontactlng type, formed by the axial prox-
imlty of close clearance, 0.038---- (O.O015-1nch) average, diametral, cylindri-
cal surfaces.

To preclude mixing liquid oxygen from the pump wlth the combustion products
from the turbine, the two regions are separated by three dynamic seals. All
three seals are of the controlled-gap type, with two seal rings in each. The
controlled-gap conceot was selected for this application primarily because

_ it has low-drag torque, a "must" for Idle-mode starts. This concept also
minimizes power absorption during steady-state operation, and permits very

long service llfe. Pump fluid is contained by the primary LOX seal. The

- I oxygen which flows past this seal is drained overboard from the cavity
r formed by the primary and intermediate seals. A slinger containing pumping

• ribs was included upstream of the primary LOX seal to reduce the pressure

at the seal gap to a level that will vaporize the fluid. The objective was
, to reduce the mass flowrate through the seal with this technique.

On the turbine side, because of the high pressure involved, sealing and

drainlnage was accomplished in two steps. An overboard drain was included

downstream of th_ first ring, which reduces the pressure between the two
rin_s to 79 N,'cm_ (115 psla). The small amount of turbine gas whlch leaks

past the second ring is drained overboard with a drain cavity pressure of
approximately 14 N/cm2(20 psia).

To provide separation of the pump and turbine fluids, an intermediate seal
was incorporated between the two drain area_ with a Gtle purge which maintains
the cavity between the two rings at 35 N/cm" (50 psia).

Test History

Turbine Calibration. Calibration of the Mark 48-0 turbine, to establlsh its

aerot_emodynamlc performance, was accomplished with amblent-temperature GN_
as the propellant. The rotor speeds were maintained In the range of 523 t5
1885 rad/s (5000 to 18,000 rpm) to simulate the operational wheel tip speed/

gas spouting velocity ratios (U/Co).

8
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS

P.": F_OR QUALITY

The testing was performed at Wyle Lsboratorl, E1 Segundo, California, during
February 4 through 9 1976. A total of 11 tests were made, with G1q2 working
fluid, at velocity ratio (U/C o , total to static) ranging from 0.115 to 0.606,
and turbine speeds from 523 to 1885 rad/s (5000 to 18,000 rpm). A plot of
turbine test efficiency is shown in Fig. 2. The efficiency was calculated
with Lebow torquemeter torque and Isentroplc available energy (total-to-
static) across the turbine. At a design velocity ratio of 0.343, the turbine
total-to-statlc measured efficiency was 511 compared vlth a predicted valt:e
of 59.8%. Calculatlons show that with the measured performance the pressure
ratio o_ the turbine would have to be increased from the design value of
1.424 to 1.54 to generate the required power level.

• SINGLE ROW. PARTIAL AGHISSION

• ACTIVE ARC - 28.S_. 1.8 AAO/S
(103 DEGREES)

• TURBINE PITCH OlNqET[fl. ON _ II.C_ cm
(4.70 IN.)

TFST • WORKING FLUID - GAS[OUS NITROGEN
O O02

• T[STING - WYL£ LABOP,ATORI[S
O OO3
0 004 EL S[GUNDO. CALIFo
v Dos
o oo7
0 oo8!

,".. 0.6 o oog
0 OlD _ h(SlG[t POI_IT

GOII• V

0,, o
¢'! " o o:i .o._
_ L" C .

6 _ 0.3

W
| D.2

DM N

• U/C o - _ ,
O.I 223,8

II , I ' " O.12 0 13 I I I 0;.O 0,1 O.k 0.5 0.6 7

TUR01NI_ V(LOCITY RATIO, U/Co IT-S]

Figure 2. Hark 48-0 Turbine Performance

_ne combination of low-pressure ratio (l.42)and low arc of admission (28.51

of circumference) places this turbine in an operating region in which turbine
technology has oot been developed. Potential improvement in the performance

may be realized by increasing the number of active nozzle passages and re-
ducing tha throat width to obtain the required total throat area. Depending

on he engine installation, improvements in the exhaust manifolding may be
possible to minimize the pressure losses charged to the turbine.
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Turbopump Testing. The initial testing of Mark 48-0 turbopump P/N RS009820E,
S/N 01-0, began in the Lima test stand of the Rocketdyne Propulsion Research
Area (PRA) on 9 July 1976 and was concluded on 11 August 1976. A total of
18 turbopump tests for an accumulated duration of 266.8 seconds were accomp-
lished on the turbopump assembly. The test effort way divided into two main
categories: Performance mapping, using GH2 as turbine drive media, with LN2
and LOX as the pumped fluid; and integrity testing, using a LOX/LH2 gas

generator as the turbine drive gas media, with LOX as the pumped fluid. Gas
generator injector P/N RS005024-131, S/N 2, a coaxial five-element design,
was used during the hot-fire testing. A brief description of the test per-
formed during the initial series is presented in Table 2.

Mechanical Performance. Testing of the LOX turbopump encompassed 18 starts,
with a tota] accumul, ted time of 267 seconds. The three initial tests were

conducted with LN2 as the pump fluid; in subsequent tests, LOX was used. The
first seven tests were performed using ambient-temperature GH2 to drive the

turbine; in the remainder of the testa, the combustion product of LH2 and
LOX at approximately desigi_ temperature was the turbine propellant. The
longest test durations conducted were 70 seconds with ambient H2 drive and
41 seconds with hot-gas drive. The operation covered a rotor speed range of
0 to 7768 rad/s (74,191 rpm); a maximum pump discharge pressure of 3175

_ N/cm2 (4606 psia); and a maximum turbine inlet temperature of 1133 K (2040 R).

Several tests were terminated by the vibration sensor device monitoring tneoutput of the accelerometers attached to the turbopump housing. This was
a

caused by a combination of several factors. Normally on a new turbopump
several tests are required to establish its vibration signature and thus set

the cutoff point at the appzopriate levels. It appears that with the Hark

48-0 turbopump, this level is in the 20 to 25 g rms range in conjunction
w_th a 2K Hz low-pass filter. Some of the early runs were terminated because
the cutoff redllne was set too low. In addition, the manual GH2 feed con-

trol system employed on the first seven runs frequently resulted in slow
transition through critical speed zones, with attendant buildup in vibration
levels.

Bently data and accelerometer data obtained from hlgh-frequency tapes showed

increased synchronous activity at 4115, 5026, and 5528 rad/s (39,300,
48,000, and 52,800 rpm). These compared favorably with the analytically

predicted critical speeds of 4723 and 5482 rad/s (45,108 and 52,363 rpm),
respectively. No evidence of subsynchronous vibration was present in the
data.

The measured seal drain pressures, temperatures, and flowrates were, in

general, in good agreement with predicted values, indicating proper func-

tionlnF of the shaft seals. During chilldown of the pump on the LN2
tests, it was noted that the secondary hot-gas drain llne frosted over.

This could occur as a result of heat transfer through conduction, but pos-

sibly also as a result of the pump fluid from the primary LOX seal drain

cavity leaking across the intermediate seal. To prevent a potentlall}
hazardous condition, the purge pressure level in the intermediate seal was

I0
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raised to 138 N/cm 2 t200 pslg). No problem was experienced at this pressure

level with mixing of incompatible fluids. It is quite possible that the

originally planned purge pressure of 41 N/cm 2 (60 pslg) would be adequate.

This could be established on future tests by sampling and analyzing the

drain fluids during chilldown.

The turbopump was disassembled after the test series to permit visual inspec-

tion of the components. Figure 3 shows the condition of the more significant

parts. The condition of most of the components was excellent; only two

discrepancies were apparent: The pump-end bearings showed evidence of over-

heating, and the chrome plating on the rotor under the primary hot-gas seal

ring had flaked off.

Pump Hydrodynamic Performance. Figure 4 is a plot of the pump overall

head rise as a function of flow, where both data and the predicted head are

scaled to a speed of 7329 rad/s (70,000 rpm). The scaling was accomplished

using the affinity laws which have been thoroughly substantiated as appli-

cable for LOX and LN2. The data consist of 66 data points from 15 tests,

with test speeds varying from 1628 rad/s (15,550 rpm) to 7768 rad/s (74,190

rpm), and with pumped fluids of both LOX and LN2, primarily the former. The
symbols used for the data points distinguish the different operating speed

_. ranges tested. There was no indication that the results were dependent on

the pumped fluid medium.

The low-speed data show fairly good agreement with the predicted head rise,

but may be indicating a slightly steeper H-Q slope than predicted. However,

as speed increases, the test data deviate more from the predicted curve,

fallinz short of the curve at the higher flowrates. This type of deviation

, is typical of that experienced when cavitation is limiting the performance.

To investigate this deviation, the ratio (RAH) of the test head rise divided

by the predicted head rise was calculated and plotted as a function of

suction specific speed (Nss) in Fig. 5. The initial plot tended to indicate
a great deal of data scatter without clear trend. However, when different

symbols were used to represent the different inlet flow coefficients (_in)
tested, the data showed a clear trend. For all coefficients, there is a

tendency of the head ratio to drop as Nss increases. However, as flow
coefficient increases, this dropoff occurs at successively lower values of

Nss. This trend again is strongly indicative of cavitation limita=ions,
with the amount of cavitation increasing with either increasing Nss or with

increasing flow coefficient at a constant value of Nss.

Th cavitation appears to occur at much lower values of Nss than would be

expected from the design, considering it does have an inducer designed for

good suction performance. This would indicate the more likely possibility

that the impeller is cavltating rather than the inducer. This could be

caused by:

i. A failure of the inducer to produce its design _ a rise, which is

required to keep the impeller out of cavJtation

i
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raised to 138 N/cm 2 (200 psig). No problem was experienc_ at this pressure
level with mixing of incompatible fluids. It is quite possible that the
originally planned purge pzessure of 41 N/cm 2 (60 psig) wo_ld be adequate.
This could be established on future tests by sampling and analyzing the
drain fluids during chilldown.

The turbopump was disassembled after the test series to permit visual inspec-
tion of the components. Figure 3 shows the condition of the more significant

parts. The condition of most of the components was excellent; only two

discrepancies were apparent: The pump-end bearings showed evidence of over-
heating, al,dthe chrome plating on the rotor under the primary hot-gas seal
ring had flaked off.

Pump Hydrodynamic Performance. Figure 4 is a plot of the pl,npoverall
head rise as a function of flow, where both data and the predicted head are
scaled to a speed of 7329 rad/s (70,000 rpm). The sca]ing was accomplished

using the affinity laws which have been thoroughly substantiated as appli-

cable for LOX and LN2. The data consist of 66 data points from 15 tests,
with test speeds varying from 1628 rad/s (15,550 rpm) to 7768 rad/s (74,190

rpm), and with pumped fluids of both LOX and LN2, primarily the former. The
symbols used for the data polnts distinguish the different operating speed

_. ranges tested. There was no indication that the results were dependent on

the pumped fluid medium.

The low-speed data show fairly good agreement with the predicted head rise,
£ but may be indicating a slightly steeper H-Q slope than predicted. However,

as speed increases, the test data deviate more from the predicted curve,

falling short of the curve at the higher f!owrates. This t_pe of deviation
: is typical of that experienced when cavitation is limiting the performance.4

To investigate this deviation, the ratio (RAH) of the test head rise divided
by the predicted head rise was calculated and plotted as a function of

suction specific speed (Nss) in Fig. 5. The initial plot tended to indicate
a great deal of data scatter without clear trend. However, when d_fferent

symbols were used to represent the different inlet flow coefficients (_in)
tested, the data showed a clear trend. For all coefficients, there is a

tendency of the head ratio to drop as Nss increases. However, as flow
coefficient increases, this dropoff occurs at successively lower values of

Nss. This trend again is strongly indicative of cavitation limitations,
with the amount of cavitation increasing wich either increasing Nss or with

increasing flow coefficient at a constant value of Nss.

Th cavitation appears to occur at much lower values of Nss than would be
expected from the design, considering it does have an inducer designed for

good suction pezformance. This would ii_dicate the more likely possibility
that the impeller is cavitating rather than the inducer. This could be

caused by:

i. A failure of the inducer to produce its design head rise, which is

required to keep the impeller out of cavitation
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2. An inadequate impeller design from a cavitation standpoint

3. Too much hot cryogenic being pumped into the impeller eye from the

balance piston/bearing area

Axial Thrust Control. Data from this test series showed the balance

piston to be operating in a satisfactory manner, particularly on those tests

where part of the flow was bled overboard and, thereby, the return cavity

pressure was reduced. To improve the margin in an internal recirculation

mode, the size of the return flow passages should be enlarged.

Bearin_ Coolant Flow. Examination of the bearings post-test showed

that the bearings had been overheated. There are two possible explanations:

1. The bearing was overheated during LN2 tests;

2. The bearing was overheated during the LO2 tests.

These two possibilities are distinguished because experience with bearings

in LN2 operation. Rocketdyne's experience in this fluid medium has been

inconsistent, some tests indicating satisfactory operation, others showing

definite sign_ of bearing distress. The bearings from the _rk 48 had a

i_, very similar appearance to others damaged during LN2 operation. Because of

this earlier experience, the total test rime in LN 2 was purposely kept to a

minimum; three tests were conducted with a tota] duration of 44 seconds and

t a maximum rotor speed of 6492 rad/s (62,000 rpm)

Regardless of the LN 2 operation, however, there are indictions that the LOX

flow through the bearings could be substantially less than was desired, and

that the temperature of the coolant was potentially higher than expected.

The data have al_eady been used to show that the balance piston thrust range

in some cases was less than the design range. This limitation was attributed

to the higher resistance downstream of the balance piston sump. This same

high resistance tends to restrict the coolant flow.

The overheaLing condition would be made worse by the possible larger loads

carried by the bearing due to the inability of the balance piston to develop

the thrust range desired in some instances. The load tracks on the bearings

were wider than usual, indicating vsriable loading condicions.

The third factor affecting the bearing temperatures is the temperature of

the coolant fluid itself in and around the bearings. Figure 6 shows the

temperature in the balance piston return flow area as a function of speed.

Many of the temperatures experienced are actually warmer than any encountered

previously with LOX bearings. It is desirable to keep the temperature down

to approximately Ii0 K (200 R). Data in Fig. 6 show temperatures as high as

160 K (290 R) at speeds of 6282 rad/s (60,000 rpm). The higher temperatures
noted on the earlier tests were a cause of concern that led to the action of

opening an instrumentation line as an overboard bleed of the balance piston

flow returu cavity. This change was made effective on Test 19 and subsequent

and, even though the return port was small, the data of Fig. 6 show that there

17
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C

: _ was definite tendency to lower the temperature in thi_ cavity. Subsequent

: tests were able to get to speeds of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm) or higher without
exceeding approximately 130 K (235 R). Thus, the overheating initially must

be at least partially due to insufficient coolant flowrate out of this

cavity area. This same problem le&ds to a higher back pressure at the
balance piston sump, and results in the lower thrust range previously

reported.

need for further analyses to explore the coolant flow problem is indicated.

These analyses can be expected to cover the effects of the heating due to

power disk drag on the back side of the impeller and on the slinger. Pre-

liminary analyses indicate that, at a 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm), the impeller

back side power disk drag could easily result in a temperature increase of
]7 K (30 R), with the flows calculated in analyzing the balance piston

performance.

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

Hydrodynamic Analysis

The purpose of the initial phase of thls effort was to analyze in-depth the

hydrodynamic characteristics evidenced in the da_a obtained during the tes_
series conducted in July and August 1976. Based on the results of the

analysis, design changes were made for incorporation into the next turbopump

18
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to be tested. The purpose of the modifications was to provide additional
instrumentation, correct obvious deficiencies, and reroute the balance
piston flow in an external rectrculation mode where the flow can be measured
and the amount recirculated varied.

Suction Performance Analysis. The data obtained during the initial test
series of the turbopump revealed that the head produced by the pump dropped
off at increased suction specific speeds and flow coefficients. This ten-
dency pointed toward a cavitation problem either in the inducer or impeller.
Therefore, effort was initiated to re-examine the inducer hydrodynamic
design and performance analytically. The Dynatech computer program was
utilized for this purpose• The independent check indicated no problem with
the inducer performance. The discharge pressures calculated using the
Dynatech program approached originally predicted values closely, and in some
instance exceeded them. The predicted head-flow characteristics are included
in Fig. 7. Based on the results of this analysis no further action was
taken with regard to the inducer. To verify the analytical performance, a
pressure measurement was included betweer the inducer and impeller•

Analytical effort was also directed at the impeller hydrodynamic design to
idenf.ify elements which could potentially cause or _ontribute to the poor
suction performance of the pump. The static pressure distribution along the

flow passage was calculated and It was found that the through flow area near

the leading edge of the impeller blade was restricted more than what would
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Figure 7, MK 48-0 Inducer Head-Flow Characteristics
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be conducive to good hydrodynamic performance. This condition actually causes
a negative head rise at the blade inlet of 229m (75] feet). In Table 3 the per-
tinent parameters of the Mark 48-0 impeller are compared with those of the Hark
44-0 impeller which is of similar size and which has exhibited excellent hydro-
dynamic characteristics. Even through the pressure level present at the
impeller leading edge would appear to be sufficient to preclude local cavita-
tion, it is evident that the NPSH margin at that point is substantillay less
with tt.eHark 48-0. Whether actual cavitation is present or not, the overall
pressure generating capability of the impeller is reduced by this condition.

One of the postulated reasons for the low head generated by the impeller was
the balance piston return flow which is dumped into the eye of the impeller.
It was hypothesized that this relatively high-temperature fluid is vaporizing
and causing excessive blockage in the impeller. To investigate this theory an
analysis was made of the entire balance piston flow loop.

Detailed calculations were made of five test slices in which the fluid state

points at various significant stations of the flow circuit were established.
The location of these stations are identified in Fig. 8. Actual pressure
measurements are available at Stations 1, 2, 4, and 6. The temperature was
monitored at Station 6, and it could be derived for Station 1 with a good

degree of accuracy from pump inlet and discharge temperature measurements.
The pressures and temperatures at the other stations were calculated. The
five test slices selected for detailed analysis were typical representatives

of the various conditions under which the pump was operated in t_e initialm test series. A summary of the selected data slices is included in Table 4.
£

Table 5 presents the statepoints for Test No. 014, time slice 8, which was a
: low-speed run 2739 rad/s (26,157 rpm) in which all of the balance piston fluid
: was reclrculated internally into the eye of the impeller. The data of Table 5!

is plotted on a Molller diagram for LOX in Fig. 9. As can be seen both from
the density values in Table 5 and the location of the points in Fig. 9, the
fluid remains llquid throughout the flow process.

TABLE 3, COMPARISON OF MK 48-0 AND MK 44-0 IMPELLERS

MK 48-0 MK 44-0

(]) Impeller Head, m(_t) 3658 (]2,OOO) 889 (2916)

(2) Inducer Head Rise, m(ft) 305 (1,0OO) ]_3 (600)

(3) Leading Edge Static Head -229 (-751) 230 (+755)
Increase. m (ft)

I (4) IMP Leading Edge Static Head Rise 75.9 (249) 413 (1355)

___) Above Pump inlet, m (ft)

IMP Leading Edge Head Ri_e 0.0208 0.464
Impeller Head Rise

2O
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TABLE,, SELECTEDTEST POINTS FOR BALANCE
PISTON FLOWANALYSIS

Data Speed,
Slice rad/s (rpm) Balance Piston Flow Routing

OI4-8 2738 (26,157) AI1 internal recirculation

OI7-8 5980 (57,110) All internal recirculation

O19-3 5997 (57,629) Partial overboard bleed

024-1 7242 (69,157) Partial overboard oleed

025-3 7142 (68,199) Partial overboard bleed

i TABLE 5. MK 48-0 BALANCE PISTON FLOW STATE POINTS,
TEST NO. 014-8

i
£

;. Speed = 2739.2 rad/s (26,157 rpm)

: W! = 0.466 kg/s (1 028 lb/sec)' | "

W2 = 0.466 kg/s (I.028 lb/sec)

W3 = 0.0 kg/s (0.0 lb/sec)

J Densi ty,Pressure,

Station N/CM2 (psia) Temperature,K(R) gm/cc (Ibm/ft3)

1 480.6 (697.1) 98.9 (178.1) 1.1065 (69.07)
2 444.2 (644.2) 99.0 (178.2) 1.1049 (68.97)
3 389.2 (564+5) 99.5 (179.1) 1.1007 (68.71)
4 345.4 (500.9) 99.6 (179.2) 1.0996 (68.64)
5 331.2 (480.3) 99.7 (179.5) 1.0979 (68.53)
6 362.7 (526.1) 116.1 (208.9) 0.9932 (62.0)
7 362.7 (526.13 116.1 (208.9) 0.9932 (62.0)
8 308.3 (447.13 116.1 (208.9) 0.9932 (62.0)
9 283.1 (410.6) 116.1 (208.9) 0.9932 (62.0)

10 179.4 (260.2) 116.1 (208.9) 0.9932 (62.0)
II 178.5 (258.9) 116.1 (208.9) 0.9932 (62.0)
12 175.0 (253.8) 116.1 (208.9) 0.9932 (62.0)

m
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The results of a similar analysis are given in Table 6 and Fig. i0 for Test

No. 017-8 in which all of the balance piston fluid was still recirculated

internally, but the operating speed has higher 5980 rad/s (57,110 rpm). It
can be seen that in this case a substantial vaporization takes place, and a

relatively low density fluid is injected into the inlet of the impeller.

As a next step in the analysis three test slices were examined in which about
half of the balance piston flow was bled overboard. The results are shown in

Tables 7, 8, 9, and on the Mollier diagram in Fig. iI. The first data slice
(019-3) is at essentially the same operating speed as Test No. 017-8 pre-

viously examined for the c_se of full-lnternal recirculation, while the tw_
subsequent data slices are near the design speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm).

It is evident that with partial overboard bleed the fluid recirculated into
the impeller eye does not vaporize.

The principal cause for vapor formation in the hlgh-speed, full-recirculation
mode was the high temperature reached by the fluid at Station 6. It was

postulated that the return flow passage area through the diffuser vanes was

inadequate, causing a hlgh return cavity pressure at Station 6 which in turn

reduced the flow through the bearings. If the heat input from impeller fluid

viscous shear effects, bearing power loss and the slinger power input remained
constant, the fluid at a lower flowrate would be raised to a higher temperature.

ii TABLE 6. MK 48-0 BALANCE PISTON FLOW STATE POINTS, TEST NO. 017-8
I

¢ Speed = 5980 rad/s (57,110 rpm)

WI = 0.7114 kg/s (1.5707 Ib/sec)
I

W2 = 0.7114 kg/s (1.5707 Ib/sec)

W3 = 0.0 kg/s (0.0 ib/sec)

Pressure, Density,
Temperature, gm/cc (Ib /ft 3)

Station N/CM2 (psia) K (R) m

l 1440.3 (2088.9) I09.6 (197.3) 1.077 (67.24)

2 1214.1 (1760.8) II0.I (198.1) 1.069 (66.75)
3 I059.1 (1536.1) I17.1 (210.7) 1.041 (65.0)
4 986.2 (1430.3) 117.1 (210.7) 1.033 (64.5)
5 945.5 (1371.3) I17.6 (211.7) 1.033 (64.5)
6 953.9 (1383.5) 163.6 (294.4) 0.673 (42.0)
7 953.8 (1383.3) 163.6 (294.4) 0.673 (42.0)

8 766.0 (llll.O) 160.I (286.2) 0.609 (38.0)

9 670.3 (972.1) 158.4 (285.2) 0.625 (39.0)
I0 285.3 (413.8_ 140.0 (252.0) 0.232 (14.5)

II 276.5 (401.0) 139.7 (251.5) 0.229 (14.3)

12 259.1 (375.8) 139.4 (251.0) 0.224 (14.0)
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,, Figure i0. MK 48-O Balance Piston Fluid State Points
(Internal Recirculation Test No. 017-8)
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TABLE 7. MK 48-0 BALANCE PISTON FLOW STATE POINTS, TEST NO. 019-3

Speed = 6034.9 rad/s (57,629 rpm)

WI = 1.246 kg/s (2.745 lb/sec)

W2 = 0.672 kg/s (I.484 Ib/sec)I

W3 = O.571 kg/s (1.261 lb/sec)

Pressure, Density,

Temperature, 9m/c c (ibm/ft3)Station N/CM2 (psia) K (R)

I 595.8 (2314.5) 106.7 (192.O) 1.O97 (68.45)
2 1192.7 (1729.8) 107.9 (134.2) 1.O78 (67.3)
3 1008.8 (1463.0) 109.5 (197.1) 1.067 (66.58)
4 743.4 (1078.2) 110.2 (198.3) 1.055 (65.85)
5 646.7 (937.9) 110.3 (198.6) 1.050 (65.57)
6 659.6 (956.6) 123.0 (221.4) 0.977 (61.0)
7 659.5 (956.5) 123.0 (221.4) 0.977 (61.0)
8 554.2 (789.2) 123.0 (221.4) 0.977 (61.O)
9 490.9 (711.9) 123.O (22'.4) 0.977 (61.O)

10 271.2 (393.3) 123.O (221.4) 0.977 (61.O)
._ I1 269.3 (390.6) 123.O (22_.4) 0.977 (61.O)

12 252.3 (365.9) 123.0 (221.4) O.977 (61.O)
i
¢

TABLE 8. MK 48-0 BALANCE PISTON FLOW STATE POINTS. TEST NO. 024-1

Sp_ed = 7242 rad/sec (69,157 rpm)

W I = 1.211 kg/s (2.673 Ib/sec)

W2 = 0.610 kg/s (1.347 Ib/sec)

W3.= 0.601 kg/s (1.326 Ib/sec)

Pressure, Density,

Temperature, gm/cc (Ib /ft3)
Station N/CM2 (psia) K (R) - m

t

I 2019,1 (2928.4) I1.0 (198.0) 1.094 (68.3)
2 1501.0 (2177.0) II1.1 (200.0) I.O75 (67.i)
3 I010.0 (1464.8) I12.2 (201.9) 1.049 (65.5)

4 780.4 (1131.8) 112.8 (203.0) 1.041 (65.0)
5 680.5 (986.9) I13.6 (204.5) 1.033 (64 5)
6 680.5 (987.0) 123.2 (221.8) 0.977 (61 O)

7 6_0.5 (986.9) 123.2 (221.8) 0.97/ (61.0)
d 585.3 (848.9) 123.2 (221.8) 0.977 (61.0)
9 541.5 (785.3) 123.2 (221.8) 0.977 (61.0)
lO 360.3 (522.6) 123.2 (221.8) 0.977 (61.0)

II 358.8 (520.4) 123.2 (221.8) 0.977 (61.0)
12 318.2 (461.5) 123.2 (221.8) 0.977 (6l.O)
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TABLE 9. MK 48-0 BALANCE PISTON FLOW STATE POINTS, TEST NO. 025-3

Speed = 7141.8 rad/s (68,199 rpm)

WI = 1.447 kg/s (3.195 Ib/sec)

W2 = 0.781 kg/s (I.725 lb/sec)

W3 = 0.666 k9/s (!.470 Ib/sec)

I Density,Pressure, Temperature, /ft3 )
Station N/CM 2 (psia) K (R) gm/cc (Ib m

I 2138.1 (31o0.9) 109.9 (197.9) 1.097 (68.5)
2 1542.7 (2237.4) 11o.9 (199.7) 1.o75 (67.1)
3 136o.2 (1972.7) !!3.1 (203.5) 1.057 (66.0)
4 IOO6.5 (1459.7) 114.3 (205.7) I.O41 (65.0)
5 873.5 (1266.8) 114.4 (206.0) 1.o25 (64.0)
6 873.9 (1267.4) 126.5 (227.7) I.O96 (60.0)

', 7 837.8 (1267.3) 126.5 (227.7) 1.096 (60.0)
:}m 8 715.3 (1037.4) 126.5 (227.7) 1.096 (60.0)
_ 9 642.2 (931.4) 126.5 (227.7) 1.096 (60.0)
:, I0 340.5 (493.8) 126.5 (227.7) 1.096 (60.0)
• ¢ II 337.9 (490.I) 126 5 (227.7) 1.096 (60.0)

,_ 12 301.1 (436.7) 126.5 (227.7) 1.096 (60.0)

I

The conclusion that the fluid returned to the impeller eye dld not vaporize on

tests which used a partial overboard bleed had _ significant impact on the

predicted suction capability of the pump. It was originally assumed that the

low-suction performance obtained during the initial test series was attribut-

able In a large measure to two-phase fluid being ingested into the impeller

eye from the balance piston loop; and it was expected that by improving the

condition of the balance piston fluid, a substantial improvement in the pump

suction capability would be realized. But since the generated head was low on

those data slices on which the returned fluid was In a liquid state, it was

concluded that a modification of the pumplng elements was required to effect

an improvement in the suction performance.

=
Balance Piston Fluid Temperature Analysis. Temperature measurements of the

balance piston fluid in the return cavity, downstream of the bearings and the

slinger, were higher than predicted in general, and substantially higher dur-

ing the tests on which the fluid was fully recircu]ated. To investigate the

cause for the higher temperatures, the heat input to the fluid by the slinger

ribs was calculated for two data slices: 017-8, on which the fluid was

reclrculated; and 025-3 on which the balance piston fluid was partially bled
overboard.

27
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Figure Ii. MK 48-0 Balance Piston Fluid State Points With
Overboard Bleed (Test No. 025-3)
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_' The calculated pressure profile as a function of position along the slinger

radius is shown in Fig. ]2 for test slice 017-8. The 163 K (294 R) fluid. temperature measured in the return cavity, vapor pressure is reached at a
radius of 2.41 cm (0.95 inch). In Flg. ]3 the temperature rise attributable

to the slinger as a function of the radius at which vaporlzation occurs is

presented for a range of coefficients. As can be seen from the figure, if the

fluid vapor interface is at 2.41 cm (0.95 inch), as predicted for Test 017-8,

the contribution of the slinger to the temperature rise is calculated in the
range 2.5 to 3.9 K (4.5 to 7.0 R). In contrast, the actual measured tem-

perature was 44 K (80 R) higher than the predicted temperature in the cavity.
It was concluded from the above that for this test slice the high recorded

temperature was not caused by a high-heat input from the slinger

A similar analysis was performed for Test 025-3. The radius at which vapori-

zatlon occurs is established 2.41 cm (0.93 inch) in Fig. 14, and the cor-

responding slinger-caused temperature rise is in the range 3.96 to 6.1 K (7 to

Ii R), as indicated by Flg. 15. In this ease, the measured temperature
approximates the predicted value within 5.5 R (i0 R). Neither of the two

cases analyzed indicates a great amount of heat input from the slinger. It
should be noted that the slinger was installed with a relatively high axial
clearance 2.69 inch (0.106 inch) at the ribs. This could have introduced

secondary flow effects which were not taken into account in the above an

analysis, and which may have some impact on the heat input.

The investigation relative to the slinger effects was extended to explore the
feasibility of removing the slinger altogether from the assembly or reducingC
its outer diameter. The primary purpose of the slinger is to limit the leak-

age rate through the LOX seal by reducing the pressure at the seal entrance to
below vapor pressure. Therefore, to determine whether the slinger can be

' moved, the seal leakage rate and its ultimate impact must be assessed. LOX

seal leakage rates were calculated with and without a slinger; the obtained
values are shown in Table i0.

TABLE i0. CALCULAfED LOX SEAL LEAKAGE RATES

With Slinger 1
(a) With Normal Balance Piston Return 0.017 kg/s (0.038 lb/sec)

Cavity Temperature (228 R)

(b) With High-Balance Piston Return I 0.052 kg/s (0.115 lb/sec)

Cavity Temperature (294 R) It Without Slinger 0.213 kg/s (0.47 lb/sec)
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As part of thls analysis, the question addressed was could the slinger radius

be reduced to some intermediate level where it would add a smaller energy to

the fluid, but still maintain the primary seal inlet pressure at Lne vapor
level.

A parametri_ curve was generated (Fig. 16) in which the required slinger

radius to attain vapor at the seal was plotted as a function of balance piston

return cavity pressure. The parameter "K" r_feres to the assumed slinger

pumping efficiency; its value is estimated as 0.9.

With a pumping efficiency of 0.9, the slinger radius could have been trimmed

to approximately 2.5 cm (i.0 inch), provided the return ca"ity pressure
remained below (1400 psi) as was the case on the last test series in conjunc-

tion with a partial overboard bleed. But with an anticipated increase in the

general pressure level with the elimination of cavitation, it was expected
that the cavity pressure would rise to a higher leveI. Therefore, to maintain

the primary LOX seal leakage at a safe level, the slinger radius was main-

tained at the original 2.9 cm (1.15 inches) for the ensuing test series.

Desi_nModlfications

Several modifications were made to the turbopump hardware prior to the second

i test series to incorporate additional instrumentation, and to rectify a

i deficient condition.

m To assess the ?otenital performance improvement to be realized by opening up
the impeller inlet area, oue impeller was reworked for the test series. The

rework consisted of increasing the eye diameter from 4.19 to 4.44 cm (1.65 to=

1.75 inches), and cutting back the leading edge of the blades 30 d_grees of

: wrap or approximately 0.95 cm (3/8 inch) at the mean diameter. The leading4

edges of the cut-back blades were center-line faired. A photograph showing an

impeller of the originai configuration and one after rework is shown in Fig. 17.

The second test ser_es planned was to be conducted with the balance piston
flow routed externally to the impeller inlet or overboard. To accommodate

this a design change was made to the main housing to increase the capacity of

the overboard drain system from the balance piston return cavity. This was

accomplished by converting an existing static pressure port located in the

return cavity to an overboard bleed line by increasing its passage diameter.
Capability for monitoring pressure in the return cavity was preserved by

incorporating a small static pressure line in another section.

To facilitate returning the balance piston flow from an external source to the

impeller i_1_t, a design change was made to the pump inlet housing. The
change, illustrated in Fig. 18, adds a circumferential man_fold from which I,OX
is introduced through axial passages to the impeller inlet.

In conjunction with the provisions for routing the balance piston flow

externally, the normally internal passage was blocked by pressing dowel pins in

the 13 radial passages in the inlet housing.
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Modifications of the slinger to reduce the axial clearance between the glinger

ribs and the primary LOX seal housing from 2.7 mm (0.106 inch) to approximately
176 mm (0.030) were completed. In view of the reduced clearance, a layer of

silver plating 0.25 mm (0.010 inch) thick was applied to the primary seal
housing to minimize the possibility of a hard metal-to-metal rub.

The inlet housing was changed to include a static pressure measurement between
the inducer and impeller. These data were needed to ascertain whether the

sDparent cavitation at high speeds and high-flow coefficients is caused by

insufficient head generated by the inducer or by impeller blockage from the
returning balance piston flow.

A static pressure port was also incorporated to the rear bearing support to

monitor the turbine wheel downstream pressure. This was required for two
purposes: To validate the pressure level applied to the exhaust side of the

wheel in the rotor axial thrust calculations; and to assess the magnitude of

the pressure drop in the turbine exhaust manifolding.

Difficulties encountered in analytically predicting the value of the whirl

coefficient cn the rear shroud of the impeller, between the high-and low-
pressure orifices of the balance piston made it highly desirable to add

i_ another pressure tap to that cavity. The original balance piston cavity

pressure tap is located approximately in line with the radius of the high-
pressure orifice. A second pressure tap was added just outside the radius of
the low-pressure orifice.

t

TURBOPUMP S/N 01-I ASSEMBLY

: Rotor Balance
!

Dynamic balancing of the MK 48-0 rotor was accomplished on a Gisholt balance
4

machine with a capability for detecting 6 x i0- mm (251Jinch) radial motion

was used. For the Mark 48-0 rotor mass of 2.84 kg (6.25 ibs.), this translates
into machice accuracy limit of 0.18 gm cm (0.07 gm inch), which would cause a

radial load of 98 N (22 ibs.)at the design speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm).

The rotor was supported illthe balance cradle by two pairs of turbopump

bearings, each pair axially preloaded in the bearing cartridge exactly as in
the turbopump assembly. Balancing was intiated using the main rotor and the

rear stub shaft assembly, and wax corrections were made in the plane of the
turbine wheel and the stub shaft.

Subsequently, the slinger, impeller, inducer, and intrumentation sleeves were
added, making wax correction in the plane of each component before the next

part was added. After the wax corrections were completed, several repeat-
ability checks were made in which the rotor was disassembled and reassembled,

and the change in residual imbalance was established, and the runouts at
several stations were measured. Satisfactory repeatability was obtained in

the amounts of imbalance as well as the runouts of the parts. The final run-

out values are shown in Fig. 19. Subsequently, the permanent balance of the

rotor was effected by grinding material in designated areas of the component
parts.
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!' Turbopump Assembly

The assembly of Turbopump S/N 01-I was accomplished in accordance with the

procedure described in Ref. i. The front a,_'rear bearing inner race thick-

nesses were selected to provide a devised minimum bearing preload of 245 N

(55 ibs), and to obtain a total bearing travel within each rartridge of 0.23 mm
(0.009 inch). The resulting preload curves for the forward (pump end) and aft

bearing set are illustrated in Fig. 20 and 21.

Measurements were made during the assembly of the turbopump to establish
critical clearances and fits. The diametral fits obtained relative to the

bearings are noted in Fig. 22. Critical clearances in the pump, shaft seals,
and turbine area are included in Fig. 23 through 25.

After the turbopump was assembled, a push-pull test was performed on the ro_er

to establish the external loads which the bearings support as a function of

rotor position with respect to the balance piston orifice positions. The

curve which was obtained is shown in Fig. 26. The symbols hI and h2 refer to
the balance piston high- and low-pressure orifice axial clearances, respec-
tively. As indicated by the curve, the bearing stops were positioned such that

the balance piston orifices would overlap (i.e., hI and h2 would be negative)
by 0.0047 inch and 0.0046 inch, respectively, before a sizeable load (450 ibs)
would be imposed on the bearings.

Test Series No. 2

The purpose of the test series was to define the hydrodynamic performance of
the pump with and without balance piston fluid recirculation. The initial

test was planned with all of the balance piston flow routed overboard. Head-

!_ flow characterization tests at 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) and 7330 rad/s
!_ (70,000 rpm) were planned, with a suction performance test at 7330 rad/s

(70,000 rpm) and nominal pump flow.

The second test was planned to determine the effect of recirculating thebalance piston flow. After obtaining a reference point at 7330 rad/s

(70,000 rpm), and nominal flow, approximately half of the balance piston fluid
was planned to be recirculated into the impeller eye. This was to be fol-

lowed by a noncavitating data point at nominal pump flow, with all of the

fluid recirculated, and subsequently flowing by a cavitation data point.

A third test series was tentatively planned in which suction performance at

off design flow was to be explored, budget and schedule permitting.

Installation. The turbopump was installed in Lima test cell at the Propulsion

Research Area of RockeLdyne's Santa Susana Field Laboratory. A simplified

schematic of the facility is shown in Fig. 27.

In Fig. 28, a detail schematic of the balance piston recirculation and over-

board flow system is presented. Flow control and measurement orifices as

well as remote control valves were included in each leg of the system to
facilitate varying the amount of flow recirculated from zero to 100%.

?
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Leakage checks were performed on the external joints of the pump and turbine

systems. A blowdown was made of the main pump flow loop to verify system
integrity and to characterize flow resistance. Instrumentation was call-

brated, installed in the facility, and connected to the turbopump ports. A
list of measured parameters is presented in Table Ii.

The turbopump installation in Lima test cell is shown in Fig. 29 through 31.

Testing. A summary of the tests performed during this test series is pre-

sented in Table 12. A total of five tests were made accumulating 161 seconds

of operation on the turbopump.

Test No. 001 was aborted prematurely after reaching a speed levelof i487 rad/s

(14,200 rpm), due to failure of an accelerometer. Test 002 was co,tducted at

a speed level of approximately 3037 rads/s(29,000 rpm), where satisfactory

head flow sweep was realized. Test 003 was initiated by a brief period of

operation near 2932 rad/s (28,000 rpm), after which the speed was ramped up

to 7226 rad/s (69,000 rpm). At that point the test was termJnated by an

automatic redline monitoring device because the pump discharge pressure had

exceeded the 3447 N/cm 2 (5000 psig) level. Post-test review of the data

showed that the pump operating point was at lower than nominal design Q/N.

This, in conjunctin with the improved hydrodynamic performance obtained with

the modified impeller, caused the discharge pressure to exceed the redline

value.

Test 004 was also initiated by a brief dwell at approximately 3142 rads/s
, (30,000 rpm), after which turbine power was increase to raise the speed to

3037 rad/s t69,000 rpm). All parameters behaved normally during start. Four

seconds after reaching the higher speed level an increase in the balance
piston pressure reauings was noted, with no corresponding change in the pump

pressure_. Subsequently, the balance piston parameters tracked the pump

pressures well. The shift in balance pist-n pressures was attributed to a

F-ssible gas pocket in the system, a temporary bearing hang-up, or some type

of blockage in the overboard drain system. The facility lines were visually

inspected after Test 004, and the pump exit ports were flow checked with

gaseous nitrogen to determine if the overboard drain was blocked. Results

were negative.

Analysis of the balance piston position, using the measured values after the

shift on Test 004, showed that the piston controlled the axial thrust. The

overboard flow was lower but adequate, both for thrust control and bearing

cooling. There was no significant rise in the overboard flow temperature

which would have been indicative of excessive bearing loads or distress.

Neither the Bently proximity indicators nor the casing aecelerometer data

showed any evidence of adverse behavior. In light of this, testing was

continued with Test 005 t,_ define suction capability and characterize
performance in a recirculation mode.
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TABLE ii. GASEOUS HYDROGEN TU_INE DRIVE

I -GH2 Aeg U/S Pressure PGHR 062 50OO .slg X X FeC. Line

Venture U/_; Pressure PGHV O71 _ psig X I X Venture S/N _731
P/N ¥PO312OO-SGA

Venture U/S Temperature TONY 047 3 to 200 r j X Thermor._.ple

Venture 6P PGHr 061 SO0 psld X X

Gll2 Spin Valve PSVI 082 5000 PSI9 X
U/S Pressure

GJI2 Spin VsIwe PSV2 07k _OOO psi 9 X
O/S Pressure

p_Spin Vii. GHS¥ 055 Trace X I X Peter displey for DIGA
OSlt ion J requirementi

Turbopwqp LOX Throttle Vi|ve TY_ 057 Tr_ X X Meter display for OIGR
Outlet Cont, ;'osi t icm ' requl reamnt

Throttle Volvo POTP 1400 5000 psls X
Outlet Pressure I

General LH2 High Pressure PliT J 087 5OQOpslg X X

Tank Pressure J

F4cility Duct Pressure PFX 04;9 500 pslg

Fa<;illty Duct TFX 029 0 to :fOOO F Fe¢. Line Thermocoupie
Temperat urt

Axlel Proximity Ind BAP J Tape T_ FI4 X X X

R#dlel Proximity UP I Tape Tags FN l X X

Ind No. i [R4dlel Proximity 8TP I Tape Tape FH X X _Q Degrees fron NO. I
_ I_dNO 2

_. Pu_ Axial P_, TO Tape FIq X X XAcr.e ie rator

Pump k_dlel PU TaF_ Tope FM X i X X
Accelerator

Turbo Radial TAA Tips Tape IrH X X X
t Acre lerator

Pwap Sl_ed RPH Ill IOO,O0O RPR X Y X X : x

Helium Supply PHUS loft O to 500 psig X
Pressure E

L0X
Pump Low Pressure POXT JOB 500 psig [ x x Fac. Line

'. Tank Presrure
I

+.,,....... ,0.+ ++. 'l: *l* I''.*-.,''o.Inlet TemPerature TOIl 041 "159 tO *)00 F X I I FIe. Line RTI

inducer Discharge. Piled 20_ psig X I I

Pressure iJ X I

Impeller Olscharge PIOP 007 50<10 pslg X i
Pressure

Olf_'user Oischihg( POOP 084 5000 pSig X I

Pressure I X
P_ Oiseharg_ Pressure POP _89 SUOO psig X " X X Fec. Line P+ezOmeter rin b X-Y

Plotter

P_q) Oischarg_ POt 045 -IOO to -)OO r + RTI

,_,+. ' '+' Ii*

lelence Piston Cavity Pie O_l_ 5000 pslg J( J l
Pressure NO. i I

Balance Piston PII 5C_O pslg X
Clvlty PrlsSUrl NO. 2

Balance Piston _12 086 i 5000
SLap Pressure

Balance Pistorl P,) 094 I 5000 ps;g
Return Irlml Pressure

I

..llnc. PIStOn PiT 03. -250 to-_0 F X I X X Pump ..rln. RT,
Return Flow T_rlture sUppl led

OSCHVenturi U/S PUVP OO_ _QQOpslg i i Venturi SIN 807 ?

Pressure 1 P/k V)21OSg"SGR

OSCN Ventur_ U/S TUVP Old_ -250 to 300 f RTI
T_q_rat ure

DSCH Vsnturi _P 'VDP 06} }S0 ps;d I x x x*Y Plotter

Turbine Imlet Stifle Pressure +TIS ! 0_5 500Q ptlq I II X II +

Inlet Totsl Pressure 'TIT I 080 5000 DS,Q : Kill Probe Supplied

'".,*--r,,+.+,i+,10+0,o+,+-, + +"°+°+Inlet Te,_o*retur* NO 2 :Y-2 02! o to 2000 F ix x l l' Core Tumper,tvro
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TABLE 12. MK 48-0 TEST SERIES NO. 2 SUMMARY

ml

Test Duration, Balance Piston
No. Test Date seconds Fluid Routing Remarks

001 7-21-77 7 Overboard 1487 rad/sec (14,200 rpm) c/o by
failed turbine radial acceleration

002 7-21-77 71 Overboard 3068 rad/sec (29,300 rpm) obtained
pump H-Q data

003 7-21-77 18 Overboard 2964 rad/sec (28,300 rpm) data.
Cut at 7226 rad/sec (69,000 rpm)

by pump discharge pressure redline
3447 N/CHz (5000 pslg)

004 7-21-77 33 Overboard 7226 rad/sec (69,000 rpm) H-Q data
obtained balance piston pressure
shift

005 7-26-77 32 Overboard 7006 rad/s (66,900 rpm) fire
damaged pump hardware

t '
t

¢ Test 005 was initiated with a 20-second duration dwell at 2827 rad/s

(27,000 rpm), followed by a ramp to 7006 rad/s (66,900 rpm). The signi-
ficant pump pressures for Test 005 are shown in Fig. 32. After a brief

t

stabilization at the higher speed level, the pump discharge throttle valve

was opened to obtain a high Q/N head-flow data point, before the cavitation
test was attempted. At this point of the test, fire was observed in the

vicinity of the turbopump, and the test was terminated. The pump end of the

turbopump was found to have incurred substantial fire damage, and as a
result the unit was removed from the test cell for disassembly and analysis.

Damage to the facility was limited to the pump inlet line, instrumentation,
and minor tubing.

Incident Investisation

!
Hardware An'Ijsi___s.The extent of fire damage incurred inside the turbopu_
is illustrated in Fig. 33. Shaded areas in the upper half of the section

designate those areas where material was consumed by fire. Damage was con-
centrated in the area of pump inlet, inducer, impeller, diffuser, and pump

end bearings. Figure 34 shows the condition of the pump prior to dis-

assembly. The inducer blades were burnt down to the hub, as were the

impeller front shroud and vanes (Fig. 35). The outer races, cages, and
balls of both pump end bearings were totally consumed. Some burning was

also evident in the balance piston return cavity, on the pump side of the

slinger, and on the surface of the primary seal housing which is not covered

by the slinger.
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A most significant clue for the cause of the failure was found during

disassembly when it was discovered that the primary seal retaining nut had

backed off from its thread (Fig. 36) and was located in a position where it

severely restricted the overboard flow of the balance piston fluid. The
sheet metal stainless-steel lock ring was not found in the cavity, and it is

presumed to have been consumed by fire. Build records indicate that it was

installed and the locking feature was engaged.

Although the primary seal was not retained over some period of operation,

the fiuid pressare in the cavity forced it against the housing toward the
turbine side, and only superficial contact was between the slinger and the

seal housing. The turbine side of the slinger is shown in Fig. 37. Except

ior some burning on the outer flange, the primary seal working elements were
in good condition. As illustrated in Fig. 38, the other shaft dynamic seals
were unaffected for the failure.

Minor burn damage was incurred by the rotor (Fig. 39), and it rubbed axially
into the pump end hot-gas shield ring and its retaining bolts (Fig. 40). The

housing suffered only localized burning around instrumentation ports, which

can be repaired. The aft bearing support and turbine end bearing package
were unaffected by the failure (Fig. 41 and 42).

Data Analysis. An analysis of the balance piston parameters has been made

for various data slices on Tests 004 and 005. The calculated piston relative

position as a function of run time is illustrated in Fig. 43. The term X/6,plotted along the ordinate, indicates the fraction of the total gap which ispresent at the high-pressure orifice. Thus at "O", the high-pressure orfice

I is closed whereas at 1.0 it is fully open and the low-pressure orifice is£
closed. The implication from Fig. 43 is that on Test 004 and on the first
part of Test 005 the piston position was satisfactory, even after the shift

in _he piston pressure parameters occurred. However, at the end of Test 005,

more than likely as a result of lower impeller discharge pressures due to
higher Q/N operation, the piston proceeded to move forward toward the high-

pressure orifice, such that at the last data slice before cut the high-
pressure orifice clearance was zero, indicating zero control margin.

In a similar fashion, the flowrate through the balance piston was calculated
and plotted as a function of run time. As shown in Fig. 44 the calculated

flow takes a sharp drop at the end of Test 005, at the same time the high-
pressure orifice is closing.

The shift in balance piston pressures incurred on Test 005 has already been

discussed above. Thus the data indicate that the primary seal retaining

nut actually come loose on Test 004 and caused a partial blockage of the

balance piston overboard bleed passages. As a result, the sump pressure

increased, causing a reduction in the axial thrust control capability of the
piston. Operation at low discharge pressure (high pump flow) on Test 005

further reduced the margin until the piston ran out of balancing range.
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Analysis of the thrust control range prior to blockage of the drain passages

indicates adequate margin. Provided the recirculation line losses are main-

tained at a reasonably low level, recirculatlng the piston fluid to the

inducer discharge ( 700 psi) should not present a problem to thrust balance.

Data analysis revealed no need for a change in the basic balance piston

design.

Conclusions and Corrective Action. Based on hardware condition and data

analysis, it was concluded tht the mote of failure was the primary LOX seal

retaining nut backing off from its thread and blocking the overboard passages

for the balance piston fluid. As a result, the axial thrust control cap-

ability of the balance piston was greatly diminished and concurrently the

coolant flowrate to the pump end bearings was reduced. It is postulated

that the pump end bearings were axially overlcaded, and as a result they

overheated and eventually caught fire. In the process, axial and radial

retention of the pump end bearings were lost, resulting in inducer and

impeller rubbing and fire.

To prevent a similar occurrence, the direction of the thread in new housings

and on the primary seal nut should be reversed such that the fluid vortex

from the slinger will tend to tighten the nut rather than back it off. On

the existing housing, the thread direction could not be reversed; to permit

its continued use in the program, improvements were directed at modifying thenut to reduce the effect of the fluid vortex, and the lock to improve its

effectiveness. The of the modification are described in the next
details

t section of this report.

CORRECTIVE DESIGN CHANGES
b

. The second test series conducted on the Mark 4g-0 turbopump rt "aled a pro-

blem with the primary seal retaining nut (Fig. 45), in that the fluid exiting

from the slinger (with a substantial amount of whirl) directly impinges on

the torque slots of the nut, ant in the process imposes a large loosening

torque on the nut. In its original confiRuration, the nut acted as an

antlvortex ring. This actually resulted in the nut backing off on the last

test series, and caused substantial hardware damage.

To prevent the possibility of a slm_lar occurrence, a new nut, shown in

Fig. 46, was designed on which the torque slots are shielded from the fluid

whirl on the inner diameter by continuous material. Although more expensive

to fabricate, this should greatly reduce the amount of torque imposed on the

nut by the fluld. In addition, the lock ring thickness was increased from

0.41 mm (0.016 inch) to 0.81 n_n (0.032 inch); the number of locking slots

was doubled from two to four; and the lock slot contour in the nut has been

] changed from an arc to one including orthogonal side_.

The modified configuration of the primary seal nut _nd lock ring is

illustrated in Fig. 47.
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TURBOPUMP S/N 02-0 ASSEMBLY

During the second test series conducted in July 1977, sufficient information
was obtained to show that the modifications which had been incorporated in

the impeller produced a noticeable improvemeut in the pump performance. Never-

theless, the limits of suction capability were not defired, and the effect of

returning the balance piston flow to the impeller inlet was not evaluated. It

was therefore decided to employ the same hardware configuration in the third

test series, with the exception of modifications which are needed to prevent

the p_imary seal nut from backing off.

Thus, the spare set of hardware was modified to include the following features:

I. The impeller inlet area was increased by e._larging the eye diameter

and trimming back the blade leading edges.

2. An inducer static pressure rt was added.

3. The diffuser-to-inlet hJusing t_dial clearance was reduced by plating

to eliminate potential i_ternal _eak path.

4. An overboard bleed port was incorporated in the housing to facilitate

routing the balance piston fluid eyternally.

_ 5. The balance piston internal recirculation passages were blocked withpins in the inlet housing.

6. Passages and manifolding were included in the inlet housing to pro-

t vide the capability of returning the balance piston fluid to the

impeller inlet from an external source.

7 A new primary sea_ retaining nut was fabricated in which the torque

slots are shielded from the swirling fluid.

8. A more substantial lock was fabricated for the primary seal, with

improved locking features.

9. The slinger was modified to obtain a 0.735 mm (O.030-inch) axial

clearance on the primary seal side, and the seal housing was silver

plated to reduce the hazard in the event of an inadvertent contact.

Balancing and assembly of the turbopump was accomplished in accordance with the

procedure described in Ref. I. Runouts of the critical surfaces of the balance

assembly were measured, and values noted in Fig. 48. Measurements of critical

clearances and fits taken during the buildup of the turbopump are summarize_" in

Fig. 49 through 52.

TEST SERIES NO. 3 (1978)

Test Plan

Tile objective of the third test series, conducted under this contract, was to

perform a checkout test at 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm), and in the process obtain
heat-flow characterization data at that speed. This was to be followed by pump
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characterization data at the design speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). Subse

quently, the test series was to be continued under a new contract, _he objp -

tive of which was to obtain LOX primary sea] performance information.

During these initial two tests, the balance piston fluid was planned to

routed overboard, and the turbine was to be drlven by amblent-temperatur

gaseous hydrogen.

The turbopump instrumentation, as uell as the fa_llity installation, was the

same as those described previously for Test Series No. 2.

Test Description

Four tests were conducted during thls series (Table 13). The first was pre-

maturely terminated by the VSC device at a pump speed of 3089 rad/s (29,500

rpm); total duration was 31 seconds. Vibration data were thoroughly evalu-

ated, and the VSC cu_ off was found to be erroneous. Saturation of an ampli-

fier was suspected and that amplifler was replaced.

TABLE 13. MK 48-0 TEST SERIES NO. 3 SUMMARY

Test Duration, Balance Piston I

No. T_st Date seconds Fluld R0u_in_ i Remarks

003 5-19-78 21 Overboard Faulty VSCcut at 3089 rad/s(29,500 rpm)

004 5-23-78 124 Overboard Satisfactory H-Q test at
3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm)

(
005 5-25-7a 38 Overboard Faulty VSCcut at 5760 rad/s

(55,000rpm)

006 5-31-78 43 Overboard H-Q data at 6911 rad/s
(66,000rpm), cut by pump
bearingcoo!antredline

The second , _ _,',,i,,_ed for 124 seconds. A speed versus tlme ploc for thls

test is shown .:l :.'g. 53. Speed was varied by manually controlling the

turbine inlet servovalve position. After the turbopump was satisfactorily

chilled, speed was increased to 942 rad/s (9000 rpm) for a duration of i0

seconds, after which it was increased to 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm), making

adjustments in pump discharge valve position as required to operate approxi-

mately ..t nominal Q/N. At 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm), the target value of the

automatic feedback control system of the turbine inlet valve was set to the

turbine inlet pressure act_aA_y displayed on the strip chart, and the feedback

control system was activated to malntalLL conJtant turbine inlet pressure.

To reduce the recorded parameters to a usable form, a computer program was

utilized which .eceived the Beckman data acqu_sltlon unlt information and

converted it co the desired form. To illustrate the output obtained, the

printouts tot two tests are included in Appendix C: Test No. 004 showing

ambient gaseous hydrugen drive data for a satisfactory H-Q test at 3142 rad/s

(30,000 rpm), and Test No. 006 showing ambient ga'_eous hydrogen drive for a

satisfactory H-Q test a_ 6911 rad/s (66,000 rpm),
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The throttle valve located in the facility downstream of the pump tsaharge
was varied to characterize the pump head-flow relationship. The operation
encompassed a flow range extending from 71Z to 109% of the design flo_-to-s0eed
ratio (Q/N).

The third test was conducted for 38 seconds, and was terminated on the speed
ramp from 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) to 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm), ;:r approximately
5760 rad/s (55,000 rpm) by the VSC device. Again, the VSC cut-off was found
to be erro_ :ous. In going through the second critical speed at approximately
5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm), the small signal increase in accelerometer C level
again saturated the VSC device. As a result, the entire VSC system was rewo_ked.

A fourth test wa:; conducted for a total of 43 seconds of which the last 8 sec-

x onds were at 6912 rad/s (66,000 rpm). A plot of the rotor speed as a function
of time is included in fig. 54 for the fourth test.

With the pump thoroughly chilled with LOX, rotor speed was slowly increased
to 31a2 zad/s (30,000 rpm), at which point the automatic turbine inlet pressure
control servosystem was activated. After approximately 20 seconds of operation
at 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm), the speed was increased to 6912 rad/s (66,000 rpm).
The throttle valve setting in the pump discharge system aas varied to obtain
head-flow data. After approximately 8 seconds of operation at the increased
speed level, she test was terminated because the pump bearing coolant tempera-

ture exceeded the 144 K (260 R) maximum redline. The reworked _rSC system per-formed in excellent fashion. The hydrodynamic data obtained was primarily at

low-flow conditions; tile pump Q/N ranging from 80% to 95% of design value.
t

C After the fourth tese. the turbopump rotor exhibited a higher than normal
torque; as a result, the turbopump was removed from the test stand to evaluate

• the higher-than-anticipated bearing temperature and high-rotor torque.

HYDRODYNAMICPERFORMANCEANALYSIS

Pump Performance_ Test Series No. 2

During the second test series, sufficient steady-state data were obtained both
at low speeds and ntar design speed to define the non-cavitating head-flow
characteristics of t_e pump, and to provide an indication concerning its suc-
tion performance capability. Measured head-flow data are plotted in Fig. 55.
The data show close agreement with predicted values near the des n point, but
the actual slope of the curve is slightly steeper than predicted. "qi_l.n "he
anticipated flow excursion range of the Advanced Space Engine, the steeper
slope does cot present a problem. The data group located at the highest f!ow-
rate include both high- and low-speed data, which indicate that the steeper
slope at high flowrates is not cavitation-related.

The isentropic efficiency values, calculated on the basi_ of fluid temperature
rise in the pomp, are plotted in Fig. 56. A peak efficiency of 68% is achieved
slightly below the .0156 m3/s (232 gpm) design flow. Calcleated efficiency
values, based on turbine performance, yielded similar results with slightly
more data scatter. The obtained efficiency is considered excellent for ;1 pump
in this size range.
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Limits of cavitation performance were not defined before testing was term-
inated as a result of the failure: however, operation up to a suction

specific speed of 85263 l rad [m3_I/2/_,_d I 3/4 ! 124,3001rpm(gpm)l/2/ft3/4]]
• i-'_- _--I -_ • J t ! ,J

was realized at a flow coefficient of 0.094 at the end of Test 005 without

any evidence of cavitation. Prior to the impeller modification, cavitation
with a substantial head loss was encountered at much lower suction specific

speed values. Thus unquestionably the impeller modification improved the
hydrodynamic performance of the pump to a great degree. Although the NPSH
limits of the pump are still to be defined with and without balance piston
fluid recirculation, the noncavitating hydrodynamic characteristics of the
pump meet the Advanced Space Engine requirements satisfactorily.

Hydrodynamic Analysis I Test Series No. 3 (May 1978)

The MK 48 oxidizer pump has not undergone any design changes in the pumping

elements since the second test series of July 1977. There have been no

changes to the inducer, Impeller, vaned diffuser, or volute. Thure have been
some modifications in the balance piston-bearlng coolant flow path since the

last test series, and these will be discussed below.

During the 1977 test series, a direct measurement oY pressure drop across the

bearing was not available. This pressure drop was calculated from the balance
piston pump pressure measurement and the balance piston return cavity pressure
measurement, assuming a stinger pumping coefficient of 0.1. Followlng this

approach, the data indicated that the pressure drop across the bearing at high
speeds, approximately 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm), and nominal balance piston flow

was approximately 258 N/cm2 (375 psi). Bearing llfe under the loads due to

this pressure drop would be shortened considerably, and it was decided to

lower the pressure drop across the bearJng. This was accompllshcd by drillinF
eight bypass holes of 2.18 mm (0.086 inch) diameter through the bearing car-

tridge. The duplex bearing wlth and without bypass was tested in water at

zero speed to ensure the proper resistance of the bypass holes. The bearing

pressure drop (no bypass) measured at _ero speed during the water flow tests
approximated that expected based on SSME bearing test experience. Using a

nominal SSME bearing dynamic coefficient, K = 0.65, provides prediction of

pressure drop across the bearing as a function of flow through the bearing at

a given speed. The 1977 MK 48 data imply a value of K = 1.86, and this was
used as a maximum bearing resistance. Expected bearing and bypass pressure

dron as a function of flow is shown in Fig. 57 and 58 for pump speeds of

3142 and 7330 rad/s (30,000 and 70,000 rpm), respectively.

Another major area of concern was the capability of the balance piston to pro-
vide axial thrust balance. On the previous test series, analysis indicated

small margin on the low end of the axial thrust range of the balance piston.
Improvement of this margin would be accomplished by lowering the resistance

of the flow path downstream of the balance piston. However, the increased

balance piston flow due to the lower downstream resistance causes a higher

bearing pressure drop as well as lower pump efficiency due to the higher leakage.
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at 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm)E
c

A study was conducted to determine a downstream resistance which would keep
' the balance piston flow as low a_ possible while still providing adequate

capability to balance the axial thrust expected. This conditi,'n was deter-
mined to be a balance piston flow of approximately 1.2 kg/sec (2.6 lb/sec)
at the design point operation. Figure 58 shows that at this flowrate the
maximum pressure dznp across the bearing would be 62 N/cm 2 (90 pqi), and
this provided m_ acceptable bearing life.

PUMP HYDRODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

Pump Head Rise

The pump head rise is determined by the relationship:

AH = 14...__4 pd_p i + 2g
0avg

where Pd and Pi are measured static pressures at the discharge and inlet of

the pump, respectively, and Vd and Vi are the average velocities at the dis-
charge and inlet, respectively. These velocities are not measured but are a

function only of the measured flowrates and the diameters of the discharge
and inlet ducts.
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Figure 59 shows the pump overall head rise as a function of flow where both

the data and the predicted head are scaled to a speed of 7330 rad/_ _70,000

rpm). The scallng was accomplished using the affinity laws which have been

thoroughly substantiated as applicable for LOX. The data consist of 36 data

points from four tests with test speeds varying from 2995 to 6932 rad/s

(28,600 to 66,200 rpm). The symbols used for the data points distinguish

the different operating speed ranges tested. The test data cover a range of

Q/N from 71% o_ design Q/N to 109% of design Q/N.

IO000

30 8000 _._PREDICTEDHEAD RISE

25 _
• 6ooo

N

_ 4000

J DATACORRECTEDTO N - 7,330 RAD/SEC (70.0OO RPN) I!
|

• ]OOC 0 2,932 _ N • 3,246 RAD/SEE(28,O00 * N < 31.O00 RPM)

A6,702 < N < 7.016 RAD/SEC(64,0OO < N < 67.000 RPN)
t

{ _ooo I I
1DO 20O 300

PUHP DELIVEREDFLOW, GPM

I I I I
0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020

M3/SEC

Figure 59. Mark 48 Oxidizer Pump Performance May 1978 Test Series,

Pump Head Rise as a Function of Delivered Flow

From Fig. 59, it can be seen that there is agreement between the measured head

rise of the tests and the pzedicted head.

Pump Efficiency

A plot of pump isentropic efficiency as a function of pump delivered flow

appears in Fig. 60. The isentropic efficiency is calculated as the fluid

horsepower divided by the h,,rsepower achievable, if the fluid were raised from

the inlet enthalpy to the exit enthalpy isentroplcally. Fluid horsepower is

based on the inlet and exit pressure of the pump, the average pump density

(which does not change signiflcartly for LOX), and the pump-dellvered flow.

Isentropic horsepower is calculated from the pressures and temperatures at

inlet and exit of the pump and the total flow through the pump (delivered

flow plus balance piston flow).
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t Balance Piston Flow Bled Overboard

(
Figure 60 presents the isentropic efficiency for all data slices of all the

. tests conducted. At low speeds, the temperature rise from the pump inlet to

the pump exit is very small. Any instrumentation errors in the temperature

' measurements will cause a large error in the isentropic horsepower calcula-

tion at low speed. Any instrumentation errors at high speed will cause less

error in the isentropic horsepower calculation because of the higher tempera-

ture rise at these speeds. Tberefore, more confidence is placed upon the

data at speeds near 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). The isentropJc efficiency cal-

culated from the measured parameters at the hlgh speeds appear very near to

the predicted efficiency at the design point.

It is observed that the temperature rise of the balance piston flow is con-

siderably higher than that of the pump delivered flow. This indicates addi-

tional work being done on that portion of the total flow. To account for

this additional work, the isentropic horsepower is calculated as the sum of

the pump-delivered flow raised to the energy level based on the pump discharge

temperature, and the balance piston flow raised to an energy level based on

the balance piston return cavity temperature. The isentropic efficiency cal-

culated in this manner Is shown as the closed symbols in Fig. 60. It should

be noted that any heat leakage into the balance piston cavity, from outside

the pump or from the turbine end causes this calculation c_ efficiency to be

incorrectly low. The values presented in Fig. 60 are thought to be conserva-

tive; the true efficiency of the pump being somewhere between the open and

closed symbols.
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Inducer Static Pressure Rise

The inducer pressure rise is calculated as the difference between the inducer

discharge and the pump seatic inlet prpssures. The inducer discharge pressure

is measured by a static pressure tap located in the inducer housing (at the

inducer tip diameter) just downstream of the inducer. A plot of the inducer

pressure rise of the data at approximately 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm), corrected

to 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm), is shown as a function of pump-.delivered flow in

Fig. 61. This plot is presented to define the pressure to which future bal-

ance piston recirculation flow will exit. The inducer static pressure rise

corrected to 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm) is presented as a function of pump-

delivered flow in Fig. 62. All reduced data slices are presented in this

plot.

Figure 62 also shows the predicted stetic pressuro rise across the inducer.

A comparison between the measured and the predicted pressure rise indicates

the slopes to be similar, with the measured data being considerably lower

than the pressure rise predicted. It is possible that the static pressure

tap located at the tip radius does not correctly measure the average pressure

rise for the inducer due to wear ring backflow from the impeller, or for some

other reason. However, the measured data indicate a condition which could

seriously affect the suction performance of the impeller. This is especially

true at the higher flowrates, such as 130% of design flow where the measured

data, if extrapolated, would indicate zero static rise across the
pressure

inducer. Considering this potential problem of the inducer, suction per-

formance tests should be monitored very carefully during the next test series
I

¢ for this pump.

Balance Piston Performance

Balance piston performance was calculated using the Rocketdyne steady-state

balance piston performance computer program. The resistance downstream of

the balance piston was modeled to account for the bearing, slinger, and over-

board bleed line resistance. The impeller discharge pressure measurement was

determined to be incorrect. An impeller static pressure rise map generated

from the 1977 data was used to predict the impeller pressure at each data

slice. The ratio of fluid-to-wheel tangential velocity, designated as K, was

assumed to have a value of 0.5. The balance p_ston program provides perform-

ance through a range of axial positions, from the high-pressure orifice full-

closed to the low-pressure orifice full-closed. The total balance piston

travel, _, is 0.25 nun (0.01 inch), and eleven equally spaced positions are

solved for, X/6 = 0.0 to X/6 = 1.0, where X is the axial opening of the high-

pressure orifice. For each posit_n of the balance piston, there corresponds

a unique predicted balance piston cavity pressure. The axlal position at

which the predicted and measured balance piston cavity pressures are equal is

considered the hatch point, or the actual operating position for the particu-
lar data slice.
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Balance piston performance for Test No. 006, which contains test speeds near

7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm), is presented in Table 14. Parameters presented in
Table 14 are:

Pump speed, N

Pumo flow/pump speed ratioed to design pump flow/design pump speed

Ratio of hlgh-pressure orifice axial opening to total balance piston

travel, X/6

Balan,_e piston flowrate at match point (from balance piston program)

Balance piston flowrate measured with an orifice in the overboard bleed
line

Balance piston thrust at match point, Fmatc h

Thrust achievable with low-pressure orifice closed, Fmax, minus thrust

achievable with high-pres3ure orifice closed Fml n

F minus F
max match

Fmatc h - Fmi n

Scaled thrust range _ = F scaled to 7330 rad/sec (70,000 rpm)max-Fmin
k

Balance piston sump pressure predicted (from balance piston program)¢

Measured balance piston sump prcssure

The predicted balance piston flow (Table 14) agrees very well with the over-

board bleed measured flow. The largest difference between the two flows is

3.3% at low speed and 2.5% at high speed. Another indication of the validity

of the model is the agreement between the predicted and measured balance

piston sump pressure. These are presented in the last t,'o columns of Table 14;
the maximum difference between them is 5%.

The thrust range of the balance piston is adequste. That range is the dif-

ference between the maximum balance piston thrL_st (high-pressure oclflce

full-open) and the minimum thrust (high-pressuze orifice full-closed), and

is presented as Fmax-Fmin in Table 14. The thrust range coefficient labeled

KT presents the thrust range scaled "o 7_30 rad/s (70,000 rpm), assuming the
thrust range can be scaled by the speed squared.

Ideally, the preferred operating point of the balarce piston would be dlrecL[y

in the middle of the available thrust range. The thrust at the match point

(Table 14) is closer to the maximum thrust than the 1,1nimum thrus=. At low

speed the margin available on the maximum balance piston thrust is approxi-

mately 16% of the thrust range. High-speed data show the margin to be 26 to

32% of _he thrust range.
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Pump End Bearing

Direct measurements of the pressure drop across the pump end bearinc _ere

available for this test series. During Tests 003 and 004, individud, pressuLe

t_ansducers were used to measure the pressure upstream and downstream of the

bearing. During Tests 005 and 006, an additional differential pressure trans-

ducer was installed between the bearing upstream and downstream instrumenta-

tion lines. The pressure drop across the pump end bearing is presented as

function of speed (Fig. 63). There is a large data scatter (Fig. 63) even

when a differential pressure transducer is used. The pressure drop across

the bearing is _ropcrtional L_ the flow squared, and if flow were ,Tarying

significantly, a lalge variation in pressure drop could be expected_ However,

measured balance piston flow as a funcLion of speed (Fig. 64) is seen to be

consistent end, therefore, should no, be the cause of the bearin_ pressure

drop data scatter.

Another problem presented by the aata is that of determining the true bearing

resistance (with bypass). Assuming the value for Co of 0.578 as obtained
during the water- "ow calibration of the bearing to be correct, as well as

the bypass hole resistance, a K value to be used in tl_e bearing pressure drop

equation can be calculaLed from the data. The ]_w-speed data indicate K values

ranging from 5.14 to 39.79, with a mean value of K = 18.0_. £he range of the

K value for the hlgh-speed data is 0._I to l.u3, the average being 0.66. An

error in either the bearing upstream ur downstream pressu, , measucements may
be postulated to exolain the data, but as of this writing there is no basis

L for this. Houever, the value that match_s the high-speed data does show good

agreement wit,i values obtained for SSME bearinge The values derived from

the low-speed data not only disagree with the SSME bearinm data, but also _is-

agree with theoretical considerations which led to the bea_ing resistance
equation used.

i

Balance Piston Flow Temperature Rise

I: was found at high speed operation that the temperature of £he fluid in _he

b_lance piston return cavity was higher than anticipated. This is of concern

sin_e the balance piston flow is being heated by, among otheL components, the

pump e_,d bearing. High-measured temperature of this flow could be the result

of a bea_ing failure or beering distress. (It should 5_ note4 that the bear-

ings we_ in good condition after plmp dlsamsembly.) However, operati-_i at

high speeds was limited to approximately 8 seconds. The temperature Lise

from th,- pm_p discharge to the balance piston return cavity is presented as

a funcLion of pump speed in Fig. 65. WLat appears to be scatter in the data

at t[_e high speed is actually aue to the response characteristic of the temp-

erature bulb instrumentation as the speed _amps. The highest value of 79

degrees temperature rise is at a point in whicb the temperature has become

steady.

The heat inpl'r to the balance piston flow originates from the following

source_. There is some heat conducted from any areas of the pump s_ructure

w_h higher temperature that, that of the fluid, as well as heat conducted

Lhrough the pump insulation. This heat input she id be minimal and is not a
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strong function of pump speed so was not considered in the analysis to be
presented. The balance piston as well as the front face of the s_inger
generate heat which is absorbed by the fluid. The slinger back surface con-
tains ribs for the purpose of lowering the pressure of the seal leakage flow.
This ribbed face adds considerable heat to the fluid. Some of this heat is

carried away in the seal leakage flow, but emst of it is carried back into
the cavity area because the recirculation flow is expected to be uuch large_
than the leakage flow. Lastly, the bearing inputs heat to the balance _iston
flow.

A study was performed to predict the balance piston flow temperature rise
measured at the high speed, specifically 93.9 K (79 R) at 6929 rad/s (66,163
rpm). Nominal empirical heating coefficienc_ for each of _he heat-generating
components were increased individually to a value which predicted the measured
temperature rise. The nominal values as well as the values of each coeffi-
cient which resulted in matching the measured temperature rise are presented
in Table I5. For the bearing to be producing the heat requlred to match the
measured temperature rise (see Table 13), it would require approximately
56 times the nominally preJicted heat input for such a bearing. Considering
that the beariag was in good condition posttest, this is very unreasonable.

TABLE 15. HK48 OXIDIZER HEATING COEFFICIENTS

AFFECTING BALANCE PISTON FLOW

:_ i Required toa _inal Hatch Data Increasec

; Bearir;_ Heat Input 0.8 Btu/sec 44.6 55.8

: Balanc_ Piston Torque Coefficient O,04/R I/5 0.259/Rel/5 6.5
' _1/5 115

Slinger Front Face Torque Coefficient O.O4/R e O.612/R e 15.3

Slinger _ibbed Back Face Torque O.O| 0.0376 3.8
C_fficient

I

UTIp RTIP
NOTE: R "

• V

The heating coefficient requiring the least change to predict the measured
temperature rise is that of the slinger-ribbed back face. Experimental
values reported in Ref. 2 show _his torque coefftcientts maximum value to
be approximately 0.02.
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i It is desirable to reduce the temperature of this re_urn flow because even-
: tually this fluid will be returned to the impeller eye, and a lower tempera-

Cure will improve suction p_rforumnce. Based on the above analysis, the best i
L_ way to lower the temperature is to re_ ce the effect of the heating by the

slinger which can be accompllshed by trimming the sllnger outer diameter.
Testing with a trimmed diameter should also verify that this is indeed the
major source of the high temperature. ,_ study was performed to evaluate the

effect of the trla on those parameters dependent upon it.

It was assumed that the bearing, balance piston, and slinger front face con-
._ tribute nominal heat inputs, while the ribbed face of the slinger Is actually

contributing with a torque coefficient of 0.0376. Although it is probable
that the other coefficients are somewhat higher than nominal, it can be seen

i that the back of the slinger is the major component of the overall heat input.

With the heating coefficients set in this manner, an analysts was made of the
effect of slinger height on the balance piston flow temperature rise, axial
thrust, and sealing performance.

The balance piston flow temperature rise as a function of slinger height is
shown in Fig. 66. The decreasing slope of the temperature rise as the radius
is increased is due to ch_-ges in fluid properties with temperature change.

_. The effect of slinger height on the net slinger axial thrust is shown in

._ Fig. 67. Figures 68 and 69 show the effects of slinger height on vaporization

_ of the fluld and, therefore, seallng performance of the sllnger. Figure 68: shows the radius at which the vapor pressure is reached as a function of
S"
£_ slinger tip radius. It can be seen that for a sllnger tip radius of approxl-

mately 24,8 _ (0.975 inches), vaporization occurs Just at the seal radius.
"_ Slinger height below this radius will result in liquid at the seal with a
: potential increase in seal leakage. Figure 69 shows the pressure expected
' at the seal as a function of the slinger height. The discontinuity in the

curve is at the slinger height at which the predicted vapor pressure is not
reached at the seal radius.

It is reco_ended that the slinge_ tip radius not be reduced beyond 25.4
(1.0 inch), for the purpose of maintaining vapor at the seal radius. The K
value assumed for the ribbed surface of the slinger is 0.7. It is felt that
this is conservative and, therefore, ensures vapor at the seal radius.

Sllnger Front-Face Pumping Effectiveness

In addition to lowerlng the pressure and vaporizing the fluld entering the

: seal, the slinger was designed to decrease the pressure downstream of the
balance piston low-pressure orifice. This is accomplished by the pumping
action on the front face of the slinger which occurs by adding energy to _he

l

flow with some percentage of the slinger tangential speed imparted to the
i fluid. This average tangential velocity was assumed initially to be one-half

the wheel tangential velocity which corresponds to a value of K = 0.5. How-
ever, as the axial gap between the slinger front face and the stationary face
increases, it is expected that the pumping effectiveness should decrease.

t

P
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Figure 67. Hark 48 Oxidizer Expected Net Slinger Thrust
as a Function of Slinger He£$ht
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Fl$ure 69. _.xpected Seal Pressure as a Function of Sllnser Height
Assuming Vaporization of Pumped Fluid when Pressure
Reaches Vapor Pressure
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_ressure measurements downstream of the bearing and In the balance piston
return cavity provide the upstream and downstream pressure measurements,
respectively, across the slinger. Based on these pressure measurements a
siLnger K value was calculated for both low- and hlgh-speed data, and these
values are presented In Table 16. Low speed data (Table 16) indicate a
s11nger K value of 0.17, whereas the hlgh speed data indicate a lower value
of approxlmately K - 0.05 wlth a conslderable scatter in thls calculated
quantity. Hlgh speed data are thought to be more accurate since the pressure
levels are nearer the mld-range of the transducers. These data show a very
ineffective pumpln 8 occurring due to the front face of the s11nger.

TABLE 16. ME 48 OXIDIZER SLINGER PUMPING EFFECTIVENESS

TEST 006, 5/31/78

Pump Speed SI i nger Pumping
' Coefficient,

Slice rad/s (rpm) K
I|

1 3132 (29909) O. 19
2 3096 (29568) O. 18
3 3109 (29689) O. 14

I 4 3115 (29748) O. 16

5 6756 (64519) O. O0
6 681C (65035) 0.00

I 7 6825 (65176) O. 05
8 6822 (65141 ) O. O0
9 6860 (65504) O. O0

' !o 6980 (65657) O.07
: 11 6894 (65833) 0.I0i

12 6915 (66032) O. 11
13 6913 (66016) O. 10
14 6915 (66032) O. I1
15 6929 (66163) 0.04

MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE

The second test series revealed a mechanical problem with the primary seal

retaining nut which had the tendency to back off as a result of the influence
of a rotating fluld field around It. Thls led to blockage of the balance

piston drain cavity ports, and eventually to loss of axial thrust control and

pump damage. As described in a prior section, the nut and its lock were re-

designed, and the new configuration was evaluated In the third test series,
in 1978. The test experience wlth the modified nut indicated that the problem

of backing off has been corrected.
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| _ One other minor problem of a mechanical nature has been observed regarding

the chromium plating on the rotor under the primary hot-gas turbine seal.
Chrome plating applied to the rotor flaked off, possibly contributing to the
high torque observed in the Nay 1978 test series. The cause of the flaking
was identified as a sharp corner where the plating terminated which resulted
in inadequate adherence and eventually led to chipping and flaking. The
condition will be corrected on future builds by eliminating the sharp transl-

tlon in the rotor before plating is applied.

The condition of the turbine end bearings was excellent after each test series,

• even after having gone through a failure on the pump end. No indication of
excessive radial or axial loading, overheating or distress of any kind was

; observed. The pump end bearings were largely consumed in the fire during the

i 1977 test series and, therefore, their pre-failure condition is unknown. The
: pump end bearings were in excellent condition after the third (May 1978) test

series. Posttest analysis indicated adeciuate cooling and low-coolant-pressure

differential. The nominal axial load wa_ approximately 445 N (i00 ib) on each
bearing with a maximum excursion to 1023 N (230 ib). The radial load on the

No. i bearing (numbered from impeller side) was zero as intended. The radial

load on the No. 2 bearing was 445 N (i00 ib). Thus, based on the condition

of the bearings after this test series, the bearings were functioning
properly.

The performance of all four shaft dynamic seals was excellent in all tests.

• _ Pressure levels in the drain systems were maintained at sufficiently low
levels to preclude intermixing of the pump and turbine propellants. The

C, primary LOX seal in particular has been proven a very reliably, rugged con-

5 cept. In conjunction with the slinger, its leakage rate at design speed was

;_ approximately 0.068 kg/s (0.15 Ib/sec).

!
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' APPENDIXA

; DESIGN GROUND RULES

_eneral

Components which are subject to a low cycle fatigue mode of failure
shall be designed for a minimum of 300 cycles ti _es a safety factor
of 4.

: Components which are subject to a fracture mode of failure shall be
designed for a minimum of 300 cycles times a safety factor of 4o

Components which are subject to a ,highcycle fatigue mode of fail-
ure shall be designed within the allowable stress range diagram
(based on the material endurance limit), If stress range maCerial
property data are not availableI modified Goodman diagrams con-
strutted as shown below shall be utilized°

F,_ Lal

C I "_" Allowable Alternating

Hean Stress / _ty "tu
I

Ftu
Lower of _ or 1.1

Fe =Material Endurance Limit

Fry = Haterlal Yield Strength (.2% offset)
Ftu - Material Ultimate Strength

99
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APPENDIX A

E(fect|ve stress shall be b_sed on the Mises-Hencky constant energy
_f distortion theory.

Unless otherwise noted under component ground rules specified here-
in s the following minimun factors of safety shall be utilized:

Factor of Safety (.27. yield) = 1.1 x Limit Load

Factor of Safety (Ultima_e) = 1.4 x Li_tt Load

Limit Load: The maximum predicted load or pressure at
the most critical operating condition

Components subject to pressure loading shall be designed to the
following minimum proof and burst pressures:

Proof Pressure = 1.2 x Limit Pressure

Burst Pressure = 1.5 x Limit Pressure

Impeller

Inducers and/or impellers utilized in the high pressure pmnps shalla

be designed for operation above incipient cavitation.
I

Impeller buret speed shall be at least 207.above the maximum oper-
acing speed.

' Impeller effective stress at 57. above the maximum operating speed
shall not exceed the allowable .27. yield stress. (Does not _pply
to areas in which local yielding is permitted.)

Turbine

Blade root steady-state stre_;s shall not exceed the a].lowable 17.
ten hour creep stress.

Stress state at the blade root a_3 defined by the steady-sta_e stress
and an assumed -_ibratory stress equal to the gas beudin S stress
shall be within the allo_,able stress range diagram or modified Good-
man diagram.

No blade natural frequencies within +157. of known sources of ezcJ.ta-
tlon at steady-state operating speeds.

Disk burst speed shall be at least 207. above the maximum operating
speed.
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APPENDrX A

_: Disk maximum effec_ve stress at 5% above the ,.2axlmum operating
" speed shall not exceed the all_,able .27. yield stress. (Does not

apply to areas In which local yielding is permitted).

Beartng_

Turbopump designs shall utilize ball be=rings.

Maximum DN: 1.5x106

BIO life 100 ;,ours

Material:

Rolling _',lement s 440C
Race s 440C

Seals

Turbopump designs shall utilize concenttonal type seals. However,
provision shall be made in the design to permit the incorporation
(retrofit) of controlled fluid fiim (hydrod_v_amic) face seals. Any
rework or modification of the turbopump housing or other component
parts in the area of the seals to accommodate the hydrodynamic seals

shall be specified. Sdch modifications should be kept to a minimumFace contact seal maxin,um PV t FVt and PfV factors:*

¢ LO2 H2+1120

; PV Factor 25_000 10t000

" FV Factor 2_000 800!

PfV Factor 603000 20s000

*PV = unit load times rubbing velocity (Ib/in2 x ft/sec)

FV = face load per unit length times rubbing velocity (Ib/in x ft/sec)

PfV _ fluid pressure differential times rubbing velocity (psig x ft/sec_

Critical Speed

Rotor bending frequency shall be at least 25?.above the rotor maximum

operating speed.

A minimum margin of 207. sh_ll be maintained between rotor rigid body

critical speeds and rotor steady-state operating speeds at full thrust
and the pumped-idle thrust condition. Rigid body critical speeds

within the throttled-_o-lu)l thzast range shall be permitted only if

deemed necessary by both the Contractor Program Manager and the NASA

Project Engineer.
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